
Shabbat Shalom! This is Shabbat Vayera; we all know the story pretty well, don’t we? 
Abraham is sitting at the entrance of his tent, in pain, when three individuals appear in 
his presence. The text does not spend any time in describing their arrival. They are 
suddenly there, in Abraham’s presence. 
 
Now, let’s skip a little bit and jump the end of the story. These three individuals turn out 
to be messengers of God and they are there, each one of them, with a very specific 
mission. 
 
But let’s stay with the opening scene for an extra moment. Abraham lifts his eyes and 
sees three men standing in his proximity. I have to assume that Abraham’s tent was not 
on a very busy street. People didn’t walk in front of his tent so frequently. So, suddenly, 
to see three strangers standing there must have quite a shock.  
 
Are you willing to role play with me for a moment? Let’s pretend you are Abraham. 
What would you have done to, with or about these three individuals? 
 
I can imagine a few scenarios: a) ignore them, b) call the police on them and report 
them as trespassers, c) engage them in conversation, question them and eventually send 
them away, d) evangelize them by making a very intentional attempt to ‘sell’ them your 
newly found God,  e) cry and complain to them about what you have just gone through 
(Brit Milah) and your pain, f) sell them a few camels in order to make their moving 
around much easier, g) welcome them into your home (tent) and offer them water to 
wash and food to eat, h) find three nice single women for them so they could settle in 
your community and become part of your minyan. And the list could go on and on and 
on. I will be very curious to hear your response! 
 
What did Abraham do? If you read the Parsha, you will know the answer. Not only that 
Abraham went with option g), but he also included other members of his household 
(Sarah) in his action. At least, going by what the text says, it seems like there was no 
hesitation whatsoever on Abraham’s part. 
 
This brief and simple episode is loaded with so many lessons! We learn, initially, about 
Hakhnasat Orkhim, welcoming the visitor and the stranger; we also learn about Bikur 
Holim, visiting the sick. These are two very important mitzvot which are paramount in 
the world that Abraham and Sarah had just entered into. 
 
One small detail in the narrative that, in my opinion, carries a significant value is that, 
initially, when the visitors show up, Abraham was occupied with God. As soon as he 
‘sees’ these three individuals, he puts his ‘business’ with God on hold, and the needs of 
these three strangers become the first and utmost priority. God can wait. The needs of 
the visitors should not. 
 
The lesson to be learned here is that it doesn’t matter how holy our engagement with 
God might be, when it comes to someone in need, our devotion should immediately shift 
to the person who is in need of help and attention. 
 



Only after these individuals/angels share with Abraham what they are there for, 
Abraham realizes that they are messengers of God and not just regular people 
sojourning the area. One final lesson that comes out of this part of the story is that God 
might be in places and circumstances where, initially, we had no idea that God was 
there! I can only imagine Abraham’s and Sarah’s joy when they realized that these were 
God’s messengers! 
 
May we all have the privilege to find God in the most mundane interactions with other 
human beings; simple regular men and women no different than you and me! 
 
Shabbat Shalom! 
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